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32bit download windows7. Information .Q: Combining threads to reduce latency for frequent tasks
Background: I have a few processes that, in unison, read in data from a standard unix socket (IP/port), do

some calculations on that data, and then write the results to a locally persisted data store. The bottleneck in
this process is the latency between when data arrives on the socket and when that data is passed to the

worker (say, 2 microseconds). Each worker merely does its own analysis on the data and then, when it is
ready, it is ready to go. However, since each worker is separate, we can only have a single thread per

worker, so each worker has to sit around waiting to get its data. What I'd like to do is to have the workers
all in a single thread, so that each worker is constantly working. For instance, the first worker will need to

handle data coming in and working until it has collected enough data for it to compute. Then, when the
data is ready, it'll notify the second worker, and so on. Question: Is this even possible? If so, how do you

combine separate threads to reduce latency? Or should I just look for some solutions that allow me to
better handle the high-frequency nature of this work, like using a queue or a priority queue? A: In general,
thread pooling is not supposed to be used to prevent latencies, it's supposed to be used to allow many jobs

to be performed at the same time. That is, the idea of thread pooling is that you reduce the number of
context switches between threads and avoid the context switches between processes that can be avoided.

Sometimes, though, this is done to reduce process latencies. For instance, you might be using some library
that requires you to call it in a specific thread and, by creating a thread pool, you can then perform the call
in one thread while waiting for that thread to complete. If the goal of the thread pool is to reduce process

latencies, though, you're probably doing it wrong. The basic idea is that it's supposed to allow many threads
to execute in parallel so that more things can be done at once. Since, in your case, each worker is just
waiting for data to arrive, they're all waiting on a single thread and that thread is, presumably, bogged

down with the work that's being performed. So,
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